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ID Category Title Type
27969 Conversation Assets Allow the user to see see surrounding poles along with poles already on conversation on the map Enhancement
27969 Conversation Assets Removed Add Asset button from Asset Tab Grid View (Go to Map View to Add Poles to Conversation) Enhancement
30259 Conversation Assets Add the ability to select all child assets of a particular type from the list of parent assets types Enhancement
29546 Conversation Assets Provide method to expand and collapse rows on the Asset tab for a conversation Enhancement
29546 Conversation Assets Need an expand and collapse options Conversation Asset tab Enhancement
30414 Conversation Print Show grids in list view when printing a conversation in order to see more data about each item Enhancement
30411 Conversation Print Make sections in conversation and print preview collapsible Enhancement
30413 Conversation Print Do not include print preview collapsed sections when printing a conversation Enhancement
31002 Pole Add navigation tabs on an open pole to support Notes, Documents, and Related Conversation Activity (available for pole date owner) Enhancement
23303 Pole Activities View List of Activities (Conversations) when viewing an open pole (available for pole data owner) Enhancement
31146 Pole Documents Show the pole on a map with a low zoom level Enhancement
23394 Pole Documents Open/Download Document On a Pole Enhancement
23749 Pole Documents View Thumbnails of Documents On a Pole Enhancement
23299 Pole Notes View Notes on an open pole Enhancement
23415 Pole Notes Add Note to a Pole Enhancement
30797 Pole Notes Update Note on a Pole Enhancement
23419 Pole Notes Remove Note From a Pole Enhancement
23421 Pole Notes Respond to a Note on a Pole Enhancement
23395 Pole Photos Open Photo On a Pole Enhancement
23300 Pole Photos View Thumbnails of Photos on a Pole Enhancement
31399 Registration Send Self-Registration and Admin Validation Emails to Company Contact rather than to the company admin(s) Enhancement
30824 Registration Send Admin Validation reminder email when non-validated user attempts to log in Enhancement
30311 Search Results Add Date Editor to Refine Dialog Enhancement
30235 Search Results New Date keywords for date filters including Today, Yesterday, This/Last Week, This/Last Month, This/Last Quarter, This/Last Year Enhancement
30787 Search Results Show a label for poles in map view Enhancement
30470 Search Results Automatically open a Conversation if the search returns only one matching conversation Enhancement
30192 Conversation Assets Grid headers in asset tab do not match other grids Update
30193 Conversation Assets Row selection in asset tab does not match that of other grids Update
30477 Conversation Notes Should only need to type a minimum of 1 character to save a note (currently, it requires 5 characters) Update
29514 Registration Registration Pages should disable Register button until all required fields are entered Update
30475 Search Remove the asterisk (*) from the search bar Update
26222 Various Rebranding - Update Help pages and documents Update
26241 Conversation Conversation does not refresh after taking an action or updating an attribute in IE Bug
30785 Conversation Conversation print button is not opening the print preview tab (Mobile only) Bug
30690 Conversation Some dates do not show up in date fields as expected due to date formatting Bug
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30341 Conversation User has to click X on a conversation tab or assets tab twice to close it Bug
30404 Conversation Assets On mobile device, unable to see instructions after selecting Add Notify Poles On Map in asset tab Bug
29140 Conversation Assets Don't collapse all entities on the asset tab after closing the Edit Entity dialog with SAVE Bug
31406 Conversation Assets Set initial zoom level on conversation assets tab to the assets on the conversation Bug
31295 Conversation Assets Retain previous zoom level on conversation asset tab after updating the data Bug
30788 Conversation Assets User cannot see the poles on conversations if their company was not the importer of those poles Bug
30642 Conversation Attributes Entering date 12/4/0001 into a conversation field with date picker saves date, but does not display date on refresh Bug
30436 Conversation Attributes Date fields define as UIType = DAT and formatted as mm/dd/yyyy do not show up in Chrome or Safari on a conversation Bug
30381 Conversation Attributes Entering a Due Date on a conversation does not bring the SAVE button up in Internet Explorer Bug
30490 Conversation Documents Error "Sequence Contains No Elements" When Attempting to Delete a Document in IE Bug
30780 Conversation Documents User is unable to open or download documents from conversation (IE and Chrome) Bug
30424 Conversation Notes Contacts and Companies cannot update notes on a conversation Bug
31031 Conversation Notes Pressing "Enter" on keyboard to add new lines to note replies causes commas to appear in the note text on the conversation Bug
30991 Conversation Notes Notes added in Alden One are not visible in Notify Bug
29796 Conversation Photos Conversation functions to add photo & add document do not work properly after clicking cancel Bug
31033 Conversation Related Opening a related child conversation on a conversation causes the related conversation section on the parent to appear empty Bug
30674 Conversation Workflow Cannot perform workflow actions if a note, document, or photo was addded by someone that no longer has a user account Bug
30177 Home Screen Create Date and Date Placed columns not formatted correctly in home tab grid Bug
30397 Home Screen Unable to scroll over or zoom to see entire screen in home tab on mobile device Bug
29990 Login User sent to Identity server page after following forgot password sequence Bug
29721 Login Company Admin does not receive email reminding them to Admin Validate a new user when the user attempts to login Bug
30219 Navigation The hamburger menu for the facet list and the visualizer buttons don't work when iPad is in profile mode Bug
30559 Pole Photos Occasional error occurred when selecting assets to take Action on Bug
30324 Save Search Homescreen does not show complete names for saved searches on mobile device Bug
30347 Save Search Unable to delete saved searches in Firefox and Internet Explorer Bug
30545 Search Results Clicking group name in search results map causes Service Host Exception - GetGlimpsesByNumbers Bug
30353 Search Results Unable to see paging controls in pole search results grid view on some mobile devices Bug
30373 Search Results Action menu appears cut off when pole/conversation is selected in search results on mobile device Bug
30282 Search Results Refine all filters dialog does not display editors after a pole/conversation has been selected Bug
30333 Search Results Switching between visualizers causes the paging controls to stop working Bug
30802 Search Results Button overlaps calendar icon in date placed filter Bug
30662 Search Results When applying filters to a search, the operator defaults to blank after the first selection is added Bug
30822 Search Results Searches should ignore the [time] part of the datetime values. Bug
30372 User Settings Unable to scroll over or zoom out to see entire screen when resetting forgotten password on mobile device Bug
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